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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention relates to a seat such as,
for example, a seat mounted to an automobile for an oc-
cupant to sit on.

Related Art

[0002] Vehicle seats are known that are provided with
an operation lever for releasing the lock of a reclining
mechanism and making the adjustment of the angle of a
seat back possible, and a knob for adjusting the height
of a seat cushion rear portion (see, for example, Japa-
nese Patent Application Laid-Open (JP-A) No.
2001-130294, or EP-A-1099594). As the operation lever
and the knob, these are each disposed at a distance from
each other at a seat width direction outside edge portion,
and are able to be operated independently so that they
do not interfere with each other. (see fig. 18)
[0003] Vehicle seats are also known that are config-
ured with a reclining lever that is operable in two stages,
at the first stage of operation the lock of a reclining mech-
anism is released and adjustment of the angle of the seat
back is made possible, and at the second stage of oper-
ation the adjustment of the angle of the seat back remains
possible but the seat is configured such that a height
lever is engaged and the seat is raised (see, for example,
JP-A No. H8-26007 ).
FR-A-2 770 181 discloses an adjustable car seat com-
prising a handle and an integral switch that together can
be manipulated to adjust three separate aspects of the
seat configuration. Switching between adjustment of the
three different aspects is achieved by pressing the inte-
gral switch at one of three different angular positions of
the handle respectively associated with the three differ-
ent adjustable seat configurations.

Disclosure of the Invention

Problem to be Solved by the Invention

[0004] However, in the first of the above described
technologies, since the operation lever and the knob are
provided as separate items, it is difficult to dispose both
of these in positions that have good operability. On the
other hand in the second of the above described tech-
nologies, since the release of the lock of the height lock
mechanism (operation of the height lever) cannot be car-
ried out independently of the release of the reclining lock,
this does not contribute to increased operability.
[0005] Consideration has been made of the above
points and an object of the present invention is to provide
a seat with that is able to improve the operability of plural
adjustable units.
[0006] The invention is defined by the features set forth
in the appended claims.

[0007] When the switching device takes up the first
state, if the operation member is operated, this operation
force is transmitted to the first adjustable unit, and the
first adjustable unit is adjusted, or by this operation force
the first adjustable unit is placed in a state in which it is
adjustable (a lock released state or the like, for example).
On the other hand, when the switching device takes up
the second state, if the operation member is operated,
this operation force is transmitted to the second adjust-
able unit, and the second adjustable unit is adjusted, or
by this operation force the second adjustable unit is
placed in a state in which it is adjustable (a lock released
state or the like, for example).
[0008] Thereby, the first adjustable unit and the second
adjustable unit may be selectively, that is to say inde-
pendently, adjusted by a single operation member. In
doing so, in comparison to a configuration in which two
operation members are provided for independent oper-
ation of the first adjustable unit and the second adjustable
unit, limitations are reduced for the placement and size
of the operational region of a seat occupant, and an in-
crease in the degrees of freedom for design may be
achieved. Therefore, for example, by disposing the single
operation member, which is capable of independently
operating the first adjustable unit and the second adjust-
able unit, in a position at the seat cushion that has good
operability, both a height adjusting mechanism and an
angle adjusting mechanism may be operated with good
operability.
[0009] In this manner, the seat is able to improve the
operability of plural adjustable units. It should be noted
that there may be three or more adjustable units and the
operation force imparting unit may be provided with the
functionality of three or more operation force imparting
units corresponding thereto.
[0010] Since the switching operation portion of the
switching device is provided to the operation member,
both switching of the object to be operated and operation
of the operation member may be carried out with one
hand, and operability may be further improved.
[0011] When a seat occupant operates the switching
operation portion of the switching device, the interlocking
portion displaces the force transmission portion and
switches from the first state to the second state, or from
the second state to the first state. By providing the inter-
locking portion, the switching operation portion may be
disposed in a desired position, and operability may be
further improved. It should be noted that both operation
from the first state to the second state, and operation
from the second state to the first state may both be con-
figured so as to be carried out by the seat occupant (by
operation force imparted thereby), or it may be configured
such that the first state or the second state is normally
(when there is no operation of the switching portion)
maintained by using, for example, a biasing member.
[0012] It is preferable that the interlocking portion is
configured such that a displacement direction of the force
transmission portion during switching between the first
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state and the second state is different from the operation
direction of the switching operation member.
[0013] Since the interlocking portion switches the op-
eration direction of the switching operation portion to that
of the force transmission portion switching direction, the
degrees of freedom for design are increased for the force
transmission portion that selectively transmits operation
force to the first adjustable unit and second adjustable
unit. Thereby, an operation force transmission structure
corresponding to various adjustable units may be real-
ized. Also, setting of the operation force and operation
stroke of the switching operation portion is enabled.
[0014] It is preferable that in the force transmission por-
tion, the portion thereof engaging the first adjustable unit
in the first state is different from the portion thereof en-
gaging the second adjustable unit in the second state.
[0015] Since the portion of the force transmission por-
tion engaging the first adjustable unit in the first state is
different from the portion thereof engaging the second
adjustable unit in the second state, the degrees of free-
dom for design are increased for the force transmission
portion that selectively transmits operation force to the
first adjustable unit and the second adjustable unit.
Thereby, an operation force transmission structure cor-
responding to various adjustable units may be realized.
[0016] When operating the operation member in a
case where the switching device has, by the first engag-
ing portion, taken up the first state permitting relative an-
gular displacement of the operation member and the sec-
ond arm, the operation member rotates about the rota-
tional axis of the first arm while carrying out relative an-
gular displacement with respect to the second arm. When
this occurs, since the first arm is engaged with the oper-
ation member, the first arm rotates following the rotation
of the operation member and the first arm rotates about
its own axis. Therefore, operation force of the operation
member is transmitted to the first adjustable unit, and
there is no transmission of operation force of the opera-
tion member to the second adjustable unit.
[0017] On the other hand, when operating the opera-
tion member when the switching device has, by the first
engaging portion, taken up the second state restricting
relative angular displacement of the operation member
and the second arm, the operation member rotates as
one with the second arm about the rotational axis of the
second arm. When this occurs, since in the second en-
gaging portion, engagement of the first arm and the op-
eration member is released, there is no rotation of the
first arm. Therefore, operation force from the operation
member is transmitted to the second adjustable unit, and
no operation force from the operation member is trans-
mitted to the first adjustable unit.
[0018] In this manner, a configuration may be obtained
in which the operation path of the operation member is
different when adjusting the first adjustable unit to that
when adjusting the second adjustable unit, while still pro-
viding a common operation member.
[0019] It is preferable that one of the first adjustable

unit or the second adjustable unit is a height adjustment
mechanism for adjusting the position in the up-down di-
rection of the seat body; and the other of the first adjust-
able unit or the second adjustable unit is a reclining mech-
anism for switching between a locked state of an angle
of a seat back with respect to a seat cushion, and a lock
released state thereof.
[0020] Since a reclining mechanism and a height ad-
justing mechanism may be operated by a common op-
eration member, in comparison with configuration in
which separate independent operation members are pro-
vided, there are few limitations to the disposition, dimen-
sions and shape of the operation member. Therefore, an
operation member may be disposed in a place with good
operability for a seat occupant, and good operability of
both a reclining mechanism and a height adjusting mech-
anism may be realized.
[0021] It is preferable that the operation member is dis-
posed to the outside of the seat body in the seat width
direction, so as to operate the height adjusting mecha-
nism by operating in the seat up-down direction, and so
as to operate the reclining mechanism by operating in
the seat up direction.
[0022] The seat height is adjusted when the operation
member (all of or an end portion thereof) is operated in
the up-down direction when in the height adjusting mech-
anism selected state. When the operation member is op-
erated upward, for example, the seat is raised, and when
the operation member is operated downward the seat is
lowered, thereby natural adjustment of the height may
be carried out without any feeling of awkwardness. How-
ever, when the operation member (all of or an end portion
thereof) is lifted when in the reclining mechanism select-
ed state, the lock of the reclining mechanism is released
and the seat back angle (tilt inclination) may be adjusta-
ble. In the present seat, by using the switching device,
the operation direction of the common operation member
for the height adjusting mechanism and the reclining
mechanism may be set as the common up-down direc-
tion, and an operation feeling is enabled with an opera-
bility without imparting any feeling of awkwardness to the
seat occupant (operator).
[0023] It is preferable that the switching device switch-
es between: a switching state maintaining a non-opera-
tion state of the switching portion in which the operation
force of the operation member is able to be transmitted
to the reclining mechanism; and a state in which the
switching portion is operated and the operation force of
the operation member is able to be transmitted to the
height adjusting mechanism.
[0024] When the operation member is operated in a
predetermined direction (upward direction, for example)
without operation of the switching operation member, the
lock of the reclining mechanism is released. However,
when the operation member is operated in a predeter-
mined direction (up-down direction, for example) after
the switching operation portion operated, or while oper-
ating the switching operation portion, the seat height is
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adjusted. Thereby, even if the seat occupant contacts
the operation member when sitting down or getting up,
unintentional operation of the height adjusting mecha-
nism may be avoided.

Effect of the Invention

[0025] The seat according to the present invention, as
has been explained above, has the superior effect of be-
ing able to improve the operability of plural adjustable
units.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0026]

FIG 1 is a perspective view of the internal structure
of an operation force imparting unit of a vehicle seat
according to a first exemplary embodiment of the
present invention;
FIG 2 is an exploded perspective view of an opera-
tion force imparting unit of a vehicle seat according
to the first exemplary embodiment of the present in-
vention;
FIG 3 is an exploded perspective view of relevant
portions of a vehicle seat according to the first ex-
emplary embodiment of the present invention;
FIG 4 is a perspective view of the outer appearance
of an operation force imparting unit of a vehicle seat
according to the first exemplary embodiment of the
present invention;
FIG 5 is perspective view showing the overall con-
figuration of a vehicle seat according to the first ex-
emplary embodiment of the present invention;
FIG 6 is side view showing a seat lifter configuring
a vehicle seat according to the first exemplary em-
bodiment of the present invention;
FIG 7 is a side view of a reclining mechanism of a
vehicle seat according to the first exemplary embod-
iment of the present invention;
FIG 8 is a perspective view of the internal structure
of an operation force imparting unit of a vehicle seat
according to a second exemplary embodiment of the
present invention;
FIG 9 an exploded perspective view of an operation
force imparting unit of a vehicle seat according to
the second exemplary embodiment of the present
invention;
FIG 10 is an exploded perspective view of relevant
portions of a vehicle seat according to the second
exemplary embodiment of the present invention;
FIG 11 is a plan view cross-section of an operation
force imparting unit of a vehicle seat according to
the second exemplary embodiment of the present
invention;
FIG 12 is a perspective view of the outer appearance
of an operation force imparting unit of a vehicle seat
according to the second exemplary embodiment of

the present invention;
FIG 13 is an exploded perspective view of an oper-
ation force imparting unit of a vehicle seat according
to a third exemplary embodiment of the present in-
vention;
FIG 14A is a side view schematically showing an
operation force imparting unit of a vehicle seat ac-
cording to the third exemplary embodiment of the
present invention;
FIG. 14B is a plan view schematically showing an
operation force imparting unit of a vehicle seat ac-
cording to the third exemplary embodiment of the
present invention;
FIG 14C is a front view schematically showing an
operation force imparting unit of a vehicle seat ac-
cording to the third exemplary embodiment of the
present invention;
FIG. 15A is a side view schematically showing a non-
operation state of an operation force imparting unit
of a vehicle seat according to the third exemplary
embodiment of the present invention;
FIG 15B is a side view schematically showing a re-
cliner operation state of an operation force imparting
unit of a vehicle seat according to the third exemplary
embodiment of the present invention;
FIG 15C is a side view schematically showing a lifter
operation state of an operation force imparting unit
of a vehicle seat according to the third exemplary
embodiment of the present invention;
FIG 16 is a side view for explaining the operation of
a selectable engaging portion configuring an opera-
tion force imparting unit of a vehicle seat according
to the third exemplary embodiment of the present
invention;
FIG 17 is a perspective view showing the overall con-
figuration of a vehicle seat according to the third ex-
emplary embodiment of the present invention;
FIG 18 is a side view showing a seat according to a
comparative example to that of a vehicle seat ac-
cording to an exemplary embodiment of the present
invention.

Best Mode of Implementing the Invention

[0027] Explanation will now be given regarding the ve-
hicle seat 10 according to a first exemplary embodiment,
with reference to FIGS. 1 to 7. It should be noted that in
each of the figures the appropriately shown arrow FR,
arrow UP and arrow W represent the front direction (di-
rection of progression) of an automobile to which the ve-
hicle seat 10 has been applied, the up direction thereof
and the vehicle width direction, and these match the front
direction, up direction and width direction of the vehicle
seat 10. When reference is simply made below to the
front-rear direction, up-down direction and width direction
this indicates respective directions with reference to the
above described vehicle seat (automobile).
[0028] FIG 5 shows an outline of the overall configu-
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ration of the vehicle seat 10 in perspective view. As
shown in the figure, the vehicle seat 10 is provided with
a seat cushion 12 that is for an occupant sitting on and
a seat back 14, supporting the upper body of a seated
occupant from the rear. As shown in FIG 7, the back edge
portion of a seat cushion frame 16 configuring the seat
cushion 12, and the bottom edge portion of a seat back
frame 18 configuring the seat back 14, are connected
together, in such a way that the relative angle therebe-
tween may be adjusted, through reclining mechanisms
20 serving as angle adjusting mechanisms. There is a
reclining mechanism 20 provided at both sides in the
width direction, and the reclining mechanisms 20 are cou-
pled together by a non illustrated interlocking mecha-
nism.
[0029] As shown in FIG. 7, the reclining mechanism
20 is configured including main components of: a cushion
side bracket 20A, which is fixed to the seat cushion frame
16; a back side bracket 20C, which is connected to the
cushion side bracket 20A through a reclining shaft 20B
and is also fixed to the seat back frame 18; a lock con-
necting portion 20D, which has the relative angle of the
cushion side bracket 20A and the back side bracket 20C
adjustable in plural stages, or continuously adjustable,
about the reclining shaft 20B, and which may be locked
at a desired angle; and a torsion spring 20E, which in-
hibits relative angular displacement between the cushion
side bracket 20A and the back side bracket 20C, and
urges the lock connecting portion 20D to the lock side.
Also, the reclining mechanism 20 that is on one side in
the seat width direction (on the vehicle width direction
outside, for example) is provided with a lock release arm
20F that has been connected at one end in the length
direction thereof to the reclining shaft 20B and is rotatable
as one therewith. Since the lock connecting portion 20D
may be obtained from various known structures, expla-
nation of the structure thereof will be omitted.
[0030] This pair of reclining mechanisms 20 is config-
ured so that, when the lock connecting portion 20D is in
the locked state, a desired angle of inclination of the seat
back 14 (seat back frame 18) with respect to the seat
cushion 12 (seat cushion frame 16) is maintained. Fur-
thermore, when in the pair of reclining mechanisms 20
the lock release arm 20F rotates in the direction of arrow
A, as shown in FIG. 7, against the biasing force of the
torsion spring 20E, then the respective lock connecting
portions 20D are released from the locked state by the
rotation directly, or by the rotation transmitted by the in-
terlocking mechanism.
[0031] There is a non illustrated return spring disposed
between the seat cushion 12 and the seat back 14, and
when each of the reclining mechanisms 20 is in the lock
released state and there is no load on the seat back 14
then the seat back 14 tilts forward to a predetermined
position relative to the seat cushion 12. However, when
each of the reclining mechanisms 20 is in the lock re-
leased state and a load of a predetermined value or
above acts toward the rear on the seat back 14, the seat

back 14 tilts to the rear relative to the seat cushion 12.
Also, when the operation force of the lock release arm
20F is released when the seat back 14 is at a desired
angle of inclination relative to the seat cushion 12, the
reclining mechanisms 20 return to the locked state due
to the biasing force of the torsion spring 20E, and the
seat back 14 is maintained at the desired angle of incli-
nation relative to the seat cushion 12.
[0032] The lock release of the reclining mechanisms
20 is achieved by operation force, from an operation lever
30 taking up a recliner selected state, being transmitted
by a covered cable 35 (these will be described later) to
the lock release arm 20F.
[0033] The vehicle seat 10 is also provided with a seat
lifter 22 like the one shown in FIG. 6, serving as a height
adjusting mechanism. The seat lifter 22 is provided with
a pair of front-rear links 22A, 22B that each have top and
bottom ends thereof rotatably connected to an upper rail
24 and to the seat cushion frame 16, and the front-rear
links 22A, 22B together with the upper rail 24 and the
seat cushion frame 16 configure a parallelogram. The
upper rail 24 is supported so as to be able to slide in the
front-rear direction on lower rails 26 (see FIG 5), which
are fixed to the vehicle body floor.
[0034] The front-rear links 22A, 22B are disposed such
that phantom lines connecting top and bottom connecting
portions (rotational shafts) of each are substantially par-
allel to each other and are inclined down toward the rear,
and it is configured such that, by changing the rearward
angle of inclination, the seat cushion frame 16 may be
moved in the up-down direction relative to the upper rail
24 moved toward or away from the upper rail 24. It should
be noted that in FIG 6 the solid lines and the phantom
lines show respectively the lower limit position and the
upper limit position of the seat cushion frame 16 (seat
cushion 12) relative to the upper rail 24.
[0035] There is also a lifter gear 22C provided to the
seat lifter 22 and rotatably axially supported on the seat
cushion frame 16, and a front end portion of a connecting
link 22D is connected rotatably to the upper portion of a
rotational shaft of the lifter gear 22C. The rear end portion
of the connecting link 22D is connected rotatably to the
upper part of the connecting portion of the link 22B with
the seat cushion frame 16. Thereby, in the seat lifter 22,
when the lifter gear 22C is rotated in the direction of arrow
B, the link 22B rotates to the standing up direction side
and the seat cushion frame 16 displaces upward, and
when the lifter gear 22C is rotated in the opposite direc-
tion to that of arrow B, in the direction of arrow C, then
the link 22B rotates to incline toward the rear and the
seat cushion frame 16 displaces downward.
[0036] The seat lifter 22 is provided with a pinion 22E
that is meshed with the lifter gear 22C, and the pinion
22E is connectable to an operation lever 30, through a
pump lifter mechanism 22F and lifter load transmission
member 34 described later. The pump lifter mechanism
22F is supported on the seat cushion frame 16, and the
lifter gear 22C is rotated in the direction of arrow B,
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through the pinion 22E, by the rotation of the operation
lever 30 in the direction of arrow D, and it is configured
such that when the operation lever 30 is being returned
from a rotational position on the arrow D side (referred
to below as the upper side operation position) to a neutral
position that is a non-operation position, operation force
is not transmitted to the pinion 22E.
[0037] In the same manner, the pump lifter mechanism
22F rotates the lifter gear 22C in the direction of arrow
C, through the pinion 22E, by the rotation in the direction
of arrow E of the operation lever 30 taking up a lifter
selected state, and it is configured such that when the
operation lever 30 is being returned from a rotational po-
sition at the arrow E side (referred to below as the lower
operation position) to a neutral position, operation force
is not transmitted to the pinion 22E.
[0038] The pump lifter mechanism 22F also has a brak-
ing function such that the pinion 22E does not rotate in
the reverse direction due to force from the lifter gear 22C
side. It should be noted that there is a biasing member
included in the pump lifter mechanism 22F that biases
the operation lever 30 to toward the neutral position side,
and there is no requirement for operation force to return
the operation lever 30 to the neutral position.
[0039] By the above, the seat lifter 22 raises the seat
cushion 12 relative to the vehicle body floor with a recip-
rocating swinging movement by rotation of the operation
lever 30 between the neutral position and the rotational
position on the arrow D side, and the seat lifter 22 lowers
the seat cushion 12 relative to the vehicle body floor with
a reciprocating swinging movement by rotation of the op-
eration lever 30 between the neutral position and the ro-
tational position on the direction of arrow E side. Also,
the seat cushion 12 may be maintained at a desired
height against a seating load.
[0040] As shown in FIG 5, at a edge portion of the seat
cushion 12 in the seat width direction (at the vehicle width
direction outside, for example) there is disposed an op-
eration force imparting unit 28, for adjusting the reclining
angle of the vehicle seat 10 and the height relative to the
floor thereof. The operation force imparting unit 28 is pro-
vided with the operation lever 30 as a single operation
member for operating independently the reclining mech-
anism 20 and the seat lifter 22.
[0041]  The operation force imparting unit 28 is dis-
posed to an operable side portion of the seat cushion 12.
Specifically, as shown in FIG 3, at the side portion of the
seat cushion 12 there is an outer shield 32 that is mounted
to the seat cushion frame 16 and that covers the reclining
mechanism 20 and the seat lifter 22 from the width di-
rection outside. A mechanics of the operation force im-
parting unit 28 is also covered from the width direction
outside by the outer shield 32, and, as shown in FIG 4,
the operation lever 30 (handle portion 44, described lat-
er), which is disposed in an operation recess 32A pro-
vided recessed into an intermediate portion in the front-
rear direction of the outer shield 32, is positioned outside
of the outer shield 32 so as to be able to be operated by

a seat occupant.
[0042] Explanation will now be given of details of the
mechanism for independently operating the reclining
mechanism 20 and the seat lifter 22 by the operation
force imparting unit 28.
[0043] As shown in FIG 1 to FIG 3, the operation force
imparting unit 28 is provided with the lifter load transmis-
sion member 34 for transmitting load to the pump lifter
mechanism 22F of the seat lifter seat lifter 22. The lifter
load transmission member 34 is formed with a bottomed
cylindrical shape that is open to the inside in the width
direction, and is fixed by screws 33 coaxial to the pump
lifter mechanism 22F, in a state in which it covers the
pump lifter mechanism 22F the lifter load transmission
member 34, so as to rotate as one therewith. A bottom
plate portion 34A is positioned at the outside end in the
width direction in the lifter load transmission member 34,
and there is a slit 34B formed along a radial direction of
the lifter load transmission member 34. The slit 34B is
open to the outside in the width direction and is also open
in the radial direction of the bottom plate portion 34A.
The lifter load transmission member 34 is mounted to the
pump lifter mechanism 22F such that the length direction
of the slit 34B is in the up-down direction when the seat
lifter 22 is in the non-operation state.
[0044] As shown in FIG 3, one end of a cable 35A, with
a cover portion 35B covering the cable 35A and config-
uring the covered cable 35, is anchored to the lock re-
lease arm 20F of the reclining mechanism 20. One end
of the cover portion 35B is fixed and supported at a cable
fixing bracket 36 that is fixed to the seat cushion frame
16 in the vicinity of the reclining mechanism 20, and the
other end of the cover portion 35B is fixed and supported
by a fixing 48 at a cable fixing bracket 38 that is fixed to
the seat cushion frame 16 with screws 37 in the vicinity
of the operation lever 30.
[0045]  As shown in FIG 1, a covering support portion
38A of the cable fixing bracket 38 is formed in a plate
shape that faces the front-rear direction, and that is
passed through by and supports the cover portion 35B,
so that the other end of the cable 35A is able to be pulled
out toward the front. The other end of the cable 35A is
inserted through a protection sleeve 40 formed in a sub-
stantially circular cylindrical shape at the front and rear
with flanges 40A, and the distal end of the cable 35A is
prevented from coming out of the protection sleeve 40
by a pull-out prevention member 46 fixed thereto. The
covered cable 35 is suitably curved at an intermediate
portion thereof, not illustrated, and when the protection
sleeve 40 is displaced to the front, the cable 35A is pulled
out from the cover portion 35B and rotates the lock re-
lease arm 20F in the direction of arrow A.
[0046] Therefore, the operation force imparting unit 28
is configured with switchable states of: a state in which
the operation force of the operation lever 30 by a seat
occupant is transmitted as rotational force in either the
arrow D or arrow E direction to the lifter load transmission
member 34, or a state in which the force of the operation
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lever 30 is transmitted as movement force of the protec-
tion sleeve 40, toward the front.
[0047] As shown in FIG 3, the operation lever 30 is
configured with a lever body 42, and a handle portion 44
that covers a portion of the lever body 42 and has an
operation portion for operation by a seat occupant and a
decorative portion. As shown in FIG 1 and FIG 2, the
lever body 42 is long in the front-rear direction, and there
is a supported portion 42A provided in a circular cylinder
shape to the rear end portion thereof, the supported por-
tion 42A fitting over the lifter load transmission member
34 so as to be able to slide in the circumferential direction,
thereby being supported coaxially and independently ro-
tatable with respect to the pump lifter mechanism 22F
(lifter load transmission member 34). In this state, the slit
34B of the lifter load transmission member 34 is posi-
tioned with the full depth thereof to the outside of the
supported portion 42A in the width direction.
[0048] At a portion in the vicinity of the front bottom of
the supported portion 42A of the lever body 42 there is
a guide lug 42B and a guide rod 42C, protruding out mu-
tually parallel to each other. The guide lug 42B is formed
in a shape so as to prevent rotation (in this embodiment
it is formed into a rectangular shape in cross-section),
and the guide rod 42C is formed as a circular column
shape. Also, as shown in FIG 2, there is a guide hole
42D formed long in the front-rear direction in the vicinity
of the front end of the lever body 42, and a switch sup-
porting lug 42E is provided projecting upward from the
vicinity of the rear end of the guide hole 42D. There is a
shaft hole 42F formed to the switch supporting lug 42E.
[0049] In the lever body 42 that has been explained
above, the portion thereof that is further to the front than
the guide lug 42B passes through a guide slit 32B that
has been formed in a rear portion of the operation recess
32A of the outer shield 32, and is thereby disposed to
the outside of the outer shield 32. The portion of the lever
body 42 that is positioned to the outside of the outer shield
32 is covered by the handle portion 44. In the operation
lever 30, when the handle portion 44 is operated in sub-
stantially the up direction, the lever body 42 rotates about
the axial center of the supported portion 42A (of the pump
lifter mechanism 22F) in the direction of arrow D, and
when the handle portion 44 is operated in substantially
the down direction, the lever body 42 rotates about the
axial center of the supported portion 42A in the direction
of arrow E.
[0050] In the lever body 42 there is also incorporated
a switching mechanism 50, as a switching device for
switching between: a state in which the operation force
accompanying the rotational operation of the operation
lever 30 in either the arrow D or arrow E direction is trans-
mitted as rotational operation force to the lifter load trans-
mission member 34; and a state in which the force ac-
companying the rotational operation of the operation le-
ver 30 in the direction of arrow D is transmitted as move-
ment force of the protection sleeve 40 toward the front.
[0051] As shown in FIG 1 and FIG 2, the switching

mechanism 50 is provided with a switching engaging
member 52, serving as a force transmission portion. The
switching engaging member 52 is formed as substantially
a reclining T-shape and is provided with a body 52A that
is long in the up-down direction, and a guided tab 52B
that extends toward the front from an intermediate portion
in the up-down direction of the body 52A. There is a guide
hole 52C, which corresponds to the guide lug 42B and
which is formed to the guided tab 52B, and there is also
a through hole 52D, which corresponds to the guide rod
42C and which is formed to an intermediate portion in
the up-down direction of the body 52A that is long in the
up-down direction. The switching engaging member 52
is supported, by the guide lug 42B and the guide rod 42C
passing through the guide hole 52C and the through hole
52D, to the outside in the width direction of the lever body
42 so as to be able to relatively displace to the width
direction.
[0052] There is a slit engaging tab 52E that is formed
from the rear edge of the body 52A of the switching en-
gaging member 52, extending toward the inside in the
width direction over substantially all of the length in the
up-down direction. The slit engaging tab 52E is able to
progress into or retreat with respect to the slit 34B of the
lifter load transmission member 34 by relative displace-
ment in the width direction of the switching engaging
member 52 relative to the lever body 42. Namely, the slit
engaging tab 52E is able to take up: a lifter engaged
position, in which the slit engaging tab 52E is intruded
into slit 34B and the operation force in the direction of
arrow D or the direction of arrow E of the lever body 42
can be transmitted to the lifter load transmission member
34; and a lifter disconnected position in which the slit
engaging tab 52E is removed to the outside in the width
direction from the slit 34B and the operation force, in the
direction of arrow D or the direction of arrow E of the lever
body 42, is disconnecting from the lifter load transmission
member 34.
[0053] Furthermore, in the switching engaging mem-
ber 52, provided extending from the bottom end of the
body 52A that is long in the up-down direction, there is
a cable engaging portion 52F formed in a semi-circular
arc shape which is open to the outside in the width direc-
tion, when viewed from the front. The cable engaging
portion 52F is able to proceed or retreat from between
the flanges 40A of the protection sleeve 40. Namely, the
cable engaging portion 52F is able to take up: a recliner
engaged position, in which the cable engaging portion
52F is intruded between the flanges 40A and operation
force of the lever body 42 in the direction of arrow D can
be transmitted to the protection sleeve 40; and a recliner
disconnecting position, in which the cable engaging por-
tion 52F is removed to the outside in the width direction
from between the flanges 40A and operation force of the
lever body 42, in the direction of arrow D, is disconnecting
from the protection sleeve 40.
[0054] In the switching engaging member 52, the di-
mensions, shape and positioning of each of the compo-
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nents are determined such that when the slit engaging
tab 52E takes up the lifter engaged position the cable
engaging portion 52F takes up the recliner disconnecting
position (this state is called the lifter selected state), and
when the cable engaging portion 52F takes up the reclin-
er engaged position the slit engaging tab 52E takes up
the lifter disconnecting position (this state is called the
recliner selected state).
[0055] Furthermore, as shown in FIG 2, there is a com-
pression coil spring 54 provided, disposed in a com-
pressed state between the lever body 42 and the switch-
ing engaging member 52, with the guide rod 42C inserted
through the compression coil spring 54. More specifically,
there is a ring-shaped washer 56 disposed between the
compression coil spring 54 and the switching engaging
member 52, and an E-ring 58 is mounted to the guide
rod 42C that has passed through the body 52A (through
hole 52D) such that the guide rod 42C cannot come out
in the seat width direction. In this manner, the switching
engaging member 52 is biased to the outside in the ve-
hicle width direction by the biasing force of the compres-
sion coil spring 54, and normally (in the switching switch
non-operation state, described later) takes up the recliner
selected state.
[0056] As shown in FIG 1, the switching mechanism
50 is provided with a switching switch 60, serving as a
switch operating member. The switching switch 60 is dis-
posed to a front portion of the operation lever 30, so as
to be easily operated by the thumb of a hand that has
gripped the handle portion 44. Specifically, the switching
switch 60 has a pair of support tabs 60B that hang down
from a rear portion of a switch body 60A and oppose
each other along the width direction, and this pair of sup-
port tabs 60B have shaft holes 60C formed therein, cor-
responding to the shaft hole 42F of the lever body 42. In
the state in which the switch supporting lug 42E is sand-
wiched between the pair of support tabs 60B, a support
pin 62 passes through each of the shaft holes 60C and
the shaft hole 42F, thereby supporting the switching
switch 60 so that it is able to rotate about the support pin
62 relative to the lever body 42.
[0057] The operation force of the switching switch 60
is transmitted to the switching engaging member 52
through a interlocking slider (link) 64, serving as an in-
terlocking portion. The interlocking slider 64 is formed
from plate-shaped member with a shape that is similar,
in side view, to the front portion of the lever body 42, and
there is a guide pin, not illustrated, that projects out to-
ward the inside in the width direction from the vicinity of
the front end of a slide body 64A and that intrudes into
the guide hole 42D of the lever body 42. Thereby, the
slide body 64A is restricted in displacement to the inside
in the width direction by the lever body 42, and is also
restricted in up-down direction displacement by the guide
pin intruding into the guide hole 42D.
[0058] There is a rear guide portion 64B provided to a
rear portion of the slide body 64A, the rear guide portion
64B being formed, when viewed from the side, into a

substantially U-shape that is open toward the rear, and
that is offset to the outside in the width direction. The rear
guide portion 64B is disposed so as to straddle above
and below the guided tab 52B. The rear guide portion
64B is restricted from displacing in the up-down direction
and to the outside in the width direction by a guide body
66 that is formed, when viewed from the front, in a sub-
stantially U-shape that is open to the inside in the width
direction and that has been fixed by the ends of the open-
ing to the lever body 42. By the above described config-
uration the interlocking slider 64 is only permitted to slide
in the front-rear direction relative to the lever body 42.
[0059] There is a plate-shaped inverted cam 64C
formed protruding upward from the front end of the slide
body 64A. The inverted cam 64C has a cam surface 64D
with an face that is inclined toward the front and toward
the top, and there is a stopper 64E formed integrally to
the top end of the cam surface 64D in the shape of a
hook. The interlocking slider 64 is configured to slide to
the rear due to downward pressure from a driven cam
68, provided to the switching switch 60, onto the cam
surface 64D of the inverted cam 64C.
[0060] Specifically, the driven cam 68 is provided with:
an inclined cam surface 68A that, within the sliding range
of the interlocking slider 64, is constantly in surface con-
tact with the cam surface 64D and able to slide thereon;
a stopper 68B, that engages with the hook-shaped stop-
per 64E at the limit of movement to the front of the inter-
locking slider 64; and a fall-out prevention protraction
68C, which is positioned so as to sandwich the inverted
cam 64C from both sides in the width direction. In the
driven cam 68, when the front portion of the switching
switch 60 is displaced downward so as to rotate about
the support pin 62, the cam surface 68A slides on the
cam surface 64D and presses the cam surface 64D,
thereby sliding the interlocking slider 64 toward the rear.
[0061] There are also driven cam portions 64F formed
to each of the top and bottom rear ends of the rear guide
portion 64B, and each of the driven cam portions 64F
has a cam surface 64G that faces both to the rear and
to the inside in the width direction. Within the sliding range
of the interlocking slider 64, each of the cam surfaces
64G constantly contacts front edges 52G of the body
52A, straddling the two sides of the guided tab 52B of
the switching engaging member 52, so as to be able to
slide thereon. Thereby, when the switching switch 60 is
pressed and the interlocking slider 64 slides to the rear,
the switching engaging member 52 is guided by the guide
lug 42B and moves to the inside in the width direction
against the biasing force of the compression coil spring
54. The dimensions, shape and disposition of each of
the components in the present exemplary embodiment
are determined such that when the switching switch 60
is operated by pushing down to the operation limit, the
switching state is switched to that of the lifter selected
state.
[0062] The switching mechanism 50 is configured
such that when the operation force of the switching switch
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60 is released, the switching engaging member 52 re-
turns to the recliner selected state by the biasing force
of the compression coil spring 54, the interlocking slider
64 returns to the front side movement limit, and the
switching switch 60 engages the stopper 68B with the
stopper 64E, returning to the non-operation position.
[0063] As shown in FIG. 4, the switching switch 60,
explained above, of the switching mechanism 50, is dis-
posed projecting out from the top side of a cut out portion
44A that has been formed in a portion to the inside in the
width direction at a front portion of the handle portion 44,
so as to be operable by pressing by a seat occupant (by
the thumb thereof).
[0064] It should be noted that the operation lever 30
(lever body 42), incorporating the switching mechanism
50 that is normally maintained in the recliner selected
state, is configured so as to maintain, by the biasing force
of the torsion spring 20E, a non-operation position, this
being a neutral position in which at the other end of the
cable 35A from the end of the cover portion 35B (at the
end on the operation force imparting unit 28 side) there
is a minimum pull-out state (the protection sleeve 40 im-
pinges on the cable fixing bracket 38).
[0065] Explanation will now be given of the operation
of the first exemplary embodiment.
[0066] In the vehicle seat 10 configured as described
above, when a seat occupant is adjusting the height of
the vehicle seat 10 in the direction to increase the seating
height of a seat occupant, the seat occupant, for example,
grips the handle portion 44 of the operation lever 30 and,
while pressing the switching switch 60 to the handle por-
tion 44 inside with their thumb or the like, that is to say
while switching the switching mechanism 50 to the lifter
selected state, the seat occupant also swings (recipro-
cating rotation) the operation lever 30 from the neutral
position to the upper operation position. Within the oper-
ations of the operation lever 30, the operation force that
accompanies movement toward the upper operation po-
sition from the neutral position, is transmitted, through
the switching engaging member 52, the lifter load trans-
mission member 34 with the slit 34B that is intruded into
by the slit engaging tab 52E of the switching engaging
member 52, to the pump lifter mechanism 22F, namely
to the seat lifter 22, and the seat cushion 12, namely the
vehicle seat 10, is displaced overall upward. When op-
eration of the operation lever 30 is stopped at the desired
height, the height of the seat cushion 12 is maintained
at the adjusted height by the seat lifter 22.
[0067]  In a similar manner, when a seat occupant is
adjusting the direction to decrease the seating height of
a seat occupant, the seat occupant, for example, grips
the handle portion 44 of the operation lever 30 and, while
pressing the switching switch 60 to the handle portion 44
inside with their thumb or the like, that is to say while
switching the switching mechanism 50 to the lifter select-
ed state, the seat occupant also swings (reciprocating
rotation) the operation lever 30 from the neutral position
to the lower operation position. Within the operations of

the operation lever 30, the operation force that accom-
panies movement toward the lower operation position
from the neutral position is transmitted, through the
switching engaging member 52, the lifter load transmis-
sion member 34 with the slit 34B that is intruded into by
the slit engaging tab 52E of the switching engaging mem-
ber 52, to the pump lifter mechanism 22F, and the seat
cushion 12, namely the vehicle seat 10, is displaced over-
all downward. When operation of the operation lever 30
is stopped at the desired height, the height of the seat
cushion 12 is maintained at the adjusted height by the
seat lifter 22.
[0068] On the other hand, when a seat occupant is
adjusting the angle of the seat back 14 with respect to
the seat cushion 12, the seat occupant does not operate
the switching switch 60, that is to say with the state re-
mains that of the recliner selected state, but puts their
fingers around the handle portion 44 of the operation le-
ver 30, or grips the handle portion 44, and pulls the front
portion of the handle portion 44 upward. By doing so,
accompanying the rotation of the operation lever 30 in
the direction of arrow D, the cable engaging portion 52F
displaces substantially in the forward direction, and the
cable 35A is pulled out from the cover portion 35B. There-
by, the cable 35A, which is relatively displacing with re-
spect to the cover portion 35B, rotates the lock release
arm 20F in the direction of arrow A, and the lock of the
reclining mechanism 20 is released.
[0069] The seat occupant places their body weight
against the seat back 14, tilts the seat back 14 backward,
and stops at the desired position, or stops the seat back
14, which is swinging up with the biasing force of the
return spring, at the desired position. When the seat oc-
cupant releases the operation force from the reclining
lever 30, the reclining mechanism 20 returns to the locked
state, by the biasing force of the torsion spring 20E, and
the reclining lever 30 returns to the non-operation posi-
tion.
[0070] In the vehicle seat 10, since both the reclining
mechanism 20 and the seat lifter 22 can be adjusted by
independent (selectively) operation of the single opera-
tion lever 30, the operation lever 30 is disposed in a po-
sition with good operability for a seat occupant and by
doing so the operability of both the reclining mechanism
20 and the seat lifter 22 may be realized.
[0071] Regarding this point, comparing such a config-
uration with that of a comparative example of FIG 18, in
a vehicle seat 200 according to the comparative example
operating portions 202A, 204A, for a seat occupant to
independently operate a lifter knob 202 for use in adjust-
ing the height of the seat and operating a reclining lever
204 for use in releasing the reclining lock, are disposed
a large distance apart. Due to this, the necessary mini-
mum dimensions and space for independent operation
must be secured for each of the lifter knob 202 and the
reclining lever 204, and there are many restrictions on
the dimensions, shape and arrangement thereof. Spe-
cifically, in the vehicle seat 200, only one of the operating
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portions 202A, 204A can be placed in a position that has
good operability for a seat occupant, and in the compar-
ative example, since the position of the reclining lever
204 is toward the rear, it is not easily reached, and there
is a worry that the seatbelt device 206 (buckle anchor
portion) might get in the way of a hand when operating.
Furthermore, the arm length (front-rear length) of both
the lifter knob 202 and the reclining lever 204 are restrict-
ed to being short, and so there is a limit to the reduction
that may be made to the operation force. Also, since prec-
edence is given to securing the functionality of each of
the lifter knob 202 and the reclining lever 204 within the
above described limited space, there is little degree of
freedom for decoration and design in the vehicle seat
200.
[0072] In this manner, in a vehicle seat, there is a lim-
ited range that provides good operability for a seat occu-
pant, but with the vehicle seat 10, since the operation
lever 30 is made common for the reclining mechanism
20 and the seat lifter 22, the limitations to the arrange-
ment and size of the reclining lever 30 are reduced, and
an increase in the degrees of freedom for design is
achieved. Specifically, the single operation lever 30 may
be disposed in a suitable position that avoids interference
with a seat belt device of the like and that is easily
reached, with the operability of the reclining mechanism
20 and the seat lifter 22 secured and improved. Further-
more, since there is a high degree of freedom for setting
the arm length in the operation lever 30, the operation
force and the operation stroke may be appropriately set.
[0073] Thereby, in the vehicle seat 10 according to the
first exemplary embodiment, the operability of plural ad-
justable units of the reclining mechanism 20 and the seat
lifter 22 may be improved.
[0074] In the vehicle seat 10, since it is configured such
that the adjustable unit to which the operation force of
the operation lever 30 is transmitted may be switched by
the switching mechanism 50, the operation direction of
the operation lever 30, when either the reclining mecha-
nism 20 is being adjusted or when the seat lifter 22 is
being adjusted, is by displacement of the front end of the
shaft support portion 30A in the up-down direction, rotat-
ing about the axial center of the pump lifter mechanism
22F (supported portion 42A), no awkward feeling is im-
parted to the operator (seat occupant), and both the re-
clining mechanism 20 and the seat lifter 22 may be op-
erated by using the single operation lever 30.
[0075] Also, since in the switching mechanism 50 of
the vehicle seat 10, the operation force of the switching
switch 60 is converted by the interlocking slider 64 and
the driven cam 68 and the like, the arrangement, sized
and shape of plural operation force transmission paths
may be readily designed to correspond thereto, and the
operation direction and operation stroke, and the opera-
tion force may be readily set. However, in the switching
engaging member 52, since there is the slit engaging tab
52E disposed mutually separated from the cable engag-
ing portion 52F, the arrangement size and shape of plural

operation force transmission paths may be readily de-
signed to correspond thereto.
[0076] Also, in the vehicle seat 10, since it is configured
such that the switching engaging member 52 is biased
by the biasing force of the compression coil spring 54 to
the recliner selected state, an occupant (seat occupant)
may be prevented from unintentionally adjusting the seat
height by, for example, contacting the operation lever 30
accompanying lowering themselves into the vehicle.
[0077] Next, explanation will be given of another ex-
emplary embodiment. It should be noted that compo-
nents and parts which are fundamentally the same as
those of the above first exemplary embodiment, or pre-
vious configurations, are allocated the same reference
numerals as those of the above first exemplary embod-
iment, or previous configurations, and explanation there-
of is sometimes omitted.

(Second Exemplary Embodiment)

[0078] Explanation will be given of a vehicle seat 70
according to a second exemplary embodiment, with ref-
erence to the FIGS. 8 to 12. In FIG 8 is shown a perspec-
tive view of an operation force imparting unit 72 config-
uring a vehicle seat 70 according to the second exem-
plary embodiment. As is shown in this figure, the vehicle
seat 70 is mainly different from the vehicle seat 10 in that
it is provided with a switching mechanism 75 for switching
between a recliner selected state and a lifter selected
state by rotating a switching engagement member 74,
described later, about a predetermined axis, in place of
the switching mechanism 50 switching between the re-
cliner selected state and the lifter selected state by dis-
placing the switching engaging member 52 in the seat
width direction. There are various other changes.
[0079] As shown in FIG 12, the operation force impart-
ing unit 72 is provided with an operation lever 76 in place
of the operation lever 30. The operation lever 76 is dis-
posed overall to the outside in the width direction of an
outer shield 78, except for a rear end thereof. Therefore,
the outer shield 78 that is provided in place of the outer
shield 32 does not have a recess equivalent to the oper-
ation recess 32A, and is formed so as to permit rotation
of the rear end of the operation lever 76. Explanation will
be given below of details of the operational structure of
the operation lever 76 for selecting the reclining mecha-
nism 20 and the seat lifter 22.
[0080] As shown in FIG 8 and FIG 9, the operation
force imparting unit 72 is provided with a reclining load
transmission arm 80. There is an engagement portion
80A formed to the lower end of the reclining load trans-
mission arm 80, engaging to the pull-out prevention
member 46 that is fixed to the end portion of the cable
35A. The engagement portion 80A has a cut out portion,
formed to a plate-shaped portion thereof that faces the
front and rear directions, such that the cable 35A is able
to progress into and retreat therefrom, but the pull-out
prevention member 46 is not able to pass therethrough.
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[0081] As is shown in FIG 9 and FIG. 11, there is a
supported portion 80B formed in a circular cylindrical
shape and protruding out in the width direction from the
upper end of the reclining load transmission arm 80, and
the supported portion 80B fits over the outer circumfer-
ence of the pump lifter mechanism 22F so as to be able
to slide in the circumferential direction. There is a pull-
out prevention ring 81 fixed and fitted thereover, at the
outside in the seat width direction relative to the support-
ed portion 80B of the pump lifter mechanism 22F, and
the reclining load transmission arm 80 is prevented from
coming away from the pump lifter mechanism 22F there-
by.
[0082] Thereby, the reclining load transmission arm 80
is supported coaxially to the pump lifter mechanism 22F
so as to be independently rotatable, and by rotation that
displaces the engagement portion 80A substantially to-
ward the front (direction of arrow F), the pull-out preven-
tion member 46 at the engagement portion 80A is en-
gaged while the cable 35A is pulled out from the cover
portion 35B. Furthermore, there is a torsion spring 82
disposed around the outside of the supported portion
80B, with one end of the torsion spring 82 anchored to a
spring anchor lug 22G formed to the pump lifter mecha-
nism 22F, and the other end thereof anchored to a spring
anchor lug 80C formed to the supported portion 80B.
[0083] The reclining load transmission arm 80 is bi-
ased in the opposite direction to that of arrow F by the
biasing force of the torsion spring 82 and, as shown in
FIG 8, is engaged with a stopper 83 that is fixed to the
seat cushion frame 16. The position in which the reclining
load transmission arm 80 is engaged with the stopper 83
is the non-operation position. Also, there is a switching
engaging portion 80D formed to the top front side of the
supported portion 80B of the reclining load transmission
arm 80, formed so as to extend out toward the outside
in the width direction and so as to face the front and rear
directions. The switching engaging portion 80D is formed
with a cut out portion 80E of substantially a reclining U-
shape that is open to the outside in the width direction,
and, as shown in FIG. 8, the cut out portion 80E is con-
figured so as to be engaged by an insertion fitting portion
74D, described later, of the switching engagement mem-
ber 74, intruded therein.
[0084] In the operation force imparting unit 72 there is
also a lifter load transmission member 84 provided in
place of the lifter load transmission member 34. The lifter
load transmission member 84 is formed with a bottomed
circular cylinder shape that is open to the inside in the
width direction, and a fitting hole 84B is formed in the
axial portion of a bottom portion 84A, and the lifter load
transmission member 84 is coaxial with and rotates as
one with the pump lifter mechanism 22F by an operation
load input portion 22H of the pump lifter mechanism 22F
being press fitted into the edge portion of the fitting hole
84B. Also, in the lifter load transmission member 84 there
is a switching engagement portion 84D that is formed so
as to straddle the bottom portion 84A and a peripheral

wall 84C. The switching engagement portion 84D is
formed, at a front bottom portion of the lifter load trans-
mission member 84 with respect to the fitting hole 84B,
as an edge portion of a cutout portion 84E that has been
made in contiguous portions of the bottom portion 84A
and the peripheral wall 84C. The switching engagement
portion 84D is configured so as to be engaged by being
intruded into by an insertion fitting portion 74E (described
later) of the switching engagement member 74.
[0085] The operation lever 76 is configured including
the lever body 86, and a handle portion 88 that covers
the lever body 86 and has an operation portion for oper-
ation by a seat occupant and a decorative portion. As
shown in FIG 8 and FIG 9, the lever body 86 is long in
the front-rear direction, and is supported by a lever fixing
bracket 90 at a support hole 86A that is formed at a rear
portion thereof, so as to be able to rotate. Specifically,
the lever fixing bracket 90 is formed in substantially a
circular cylindrical shape, and is disposed coaxially to
the pump lifter mechanism 22F, the supported portion
80B of the reclining load transmission arm 80, and the
torsion spring 82, so as to cover these components from
the outside in the radial direction, and the inside edge of
the lever fixing bracket 90 in the width direction is fixed
to the seat cushion frame 16 by non illustrated screws.
Furthermore, there is a step portion 90B formed, facing
the outside in the width direction, at the outside edge in
the width direction of a body 90A of the lever fixing bracket
90, and there is a lever support portion 90C formed further
to the outside in the width direction than the step portion
90B with a diameter that is smaller than that of the body
90A. ,
[0086] In the lever body 86, as shown in FIG 11, the
lever support portion 90C of the lever fixing bracket 90
passes through the support hole 86A and the lever body
86 is sandwiched between a pull-out prevention ring 92,
and by the step portion 90B that has passed through the
lever support portion 90C, such that the lever body 86 is
able to rotate coaxially with the pump lifter mechanism
22F. The pull-out prevention ring 92 is prevented from
coming out from the lever fixing bracket 90 by crimping
the leading end of the lever support portion 90C. Also,
as shown in FIG 8 and FIG 11, each of the switching
engaging portion 80D (cut out portion 80E) of the reclining
load transmission arm 80 and the lifter load transmission
member 84 (switching engagement portion 84D, and the
cutout portion 84E) are placed to the outside in the seat
width direction with respect to the lever body 86.
[0087] As shown in FIG 9, a support shaft (screw boss)
86B protrudes out toward the outside in the width direc-
tion from the front side of the support hole 86A in the
lever body 86, and a support shaft (screw boss) 86C pro-
trudes out toward the outside in the width direction from
a front portion of the lever body 86. In the lever body 86,
between the support shafts 86B, 86C at the front and
rear, there is a guide hole 86D formed that is long in the
front-rear direction. Furthermore, there is a spring an-
choring protrusion 86E formed protruding from further to
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the front than the front side shaft.
[0088] The switching mechanism 75 of the operation
force imparting unit 72, as shown in FIG 8 and FIG 9, is
provided with the above mentioned switching engage-
ment member 74. The switching engagement member
74 is formed substantially in a wide reclining V-shape,
when viewed from the side, with arms 74B, 74C protrud-
ing from a boss portion 74A that is formed as a bottomed
circular cylindrical shape. The boss portion 74A is axially
supported (fitted into) by the support shaft 86B of the
lever body 86 so as to be rotatable, and is prevented from
coming off from the support shaft 86B by a screw 94 that
is screwed into the support shaft 86B.
[0089] The insertion fitting portion 74D is formed to the
leading end of the arm 74B so as to be able to progress
into or retreat relative to the cut out portion 80E of the
reclining load transmission arm 80 by rotation of the
switching engagement member 74 about the support
shaft 86B, and the insertion fitting portion 74E is formed
to the leading end of the arm 74C so as to be able to
progress into or retreat relative to the cut out portion 84E
of the lifter load transmission member 84 by rotation of
the switching engagement member 74 about the support
shaft 86B. In the switching mechanism 75, the dimen-
sions, shape and disposition of each of the components
are determined such that in the state in which the inser-
tion fitting portion 74D is intruding into the cut out portion
80E (fitted into) the insertion fitting portion 74E is pulled
out from the cutout portion 84E (this state is called the
recliner selected state), and in the state in which the in-
sertion fitting portion 74E is intruding into the cutout por-
tion 84E (fitted into) the insertion fitting portion 74D is
pulled out from the cutout portion 80E (this state is called
the lifter selected state).
[0090] Namely, it is configured such that when the op-
eration lever 76 is operated in the direction of arrow D in
the recliner selected state, the operation force therefrom
is transmitted from the insertion fitting portion 74D of the
switching engagement member 74, via the switching en-
gaging portion 80D, to the reclining load transmission
arm 80, and the engagement portion 80A is displaced
substantially toward the front so that the lock of the re-
clining mechanism 20 is released. On the other hand, it
is configured such that when the operation lever 76 is
operated in the direction of arrow D or the direction of
arrow E in the lifter selected state, this operation force is
transmitted via the insertion fitting portion 74E of the
switching engagement member 74, the switching en-
gagement portion 84D of the lifter load transmission
member 84, and the bottom portion 84A, to the operation
load input portion 22H, resulting in seat height adjustment
by the seat lifter 22.
[0091] As shown in FIG 9, there is a coupling portion
74F, formed as a long hole along the length direction of
the arm 74C of the switching engagement member 74.
As shown in FIG. 8, there is a coupling pin 98, which is
supported at the rear end of a interlocking slider 96, serv-
ing as an interlocking portion, inserted and passing

through the coupling portion 74F. The interlocking slider
96 is long in the front-rear direction, and there are a pair
of guide protrusions 96B that protrude out to the inside
in the width direction from a body 96A, as shown in FIG
9, and the guide protrusions 96B are inserted into the
guide hole 86D of the lever body 86 so as to be able to
slide in the front-rear direction. Also, the interlocking slid-
er 96 is provided with guide lugs 96C that project out in
each of the up and down directions from the body 96A,
and the interlocking slider 96 is restricted from displacing
to the inside in the width direction relative to the lever
body 86 by the guide lugs 96C.
[0092] There is a pin support portion 96D provided to
the rear end of the interlocking slider 96 and shaped, in
plan view, as a reclining U-shape that is open to the rear,
and the coupling pin 98 that spans across the open end
at the rear side of the pin support portion 96D is inserted
through the coupling portion 74F of the switching engage-
ment member 74 so as to be able to slide relative to the
coupling portion 74F in the length direction thereof. In
this manner, it is configured such that when the interlock-
ing slider 96 is moved to the front side, movement limit
relative to the lever body 86 then the switching mecha-
nism 75 enters the recliner selected state, and when the
interlocking slider 96 moves to the rear side movement
limit relative to the lever body 86 then the switching mech-
anism 75 enters the lifter selected state. The front and
rear movement limits of the interlocking slider 96 are set
at the engagement positions of the front and rear ends
of the guide hole 86D with the guide protrusions 96B.
[0093] There is also a pin engaging portion 96E pro-
vided to the front end of the interlocking slider 96. The
pin engaging portion 96E has the link pin 104 of the
switching switch 100 inserted therein, so as to prevent
the link pin 104 from falling out but to allow a small amount
of change of position thereof. In this exemplary embod-
iment the pin engaging portion 96E is formed in a clip
shape that is open to the front, and the link pin 104 is
inserted into the pin engaging portion 96E while elasti-
cally deforming the pin engaging portion 96E.
[0094] The switching mechanism 75 is provided with
a switching switch 100, serving as a switching portion.
The switching switch 100 is formed, like the switching
switch 60, into a shape that is easy to operate with the
thumb of a hand gripping the handle portion 88. There is
a boss portion 100A provided to the rear end of the switch-
ing switch 100, and the boss portion 100A is axially sup-
ported (fitted into) by the support shaft 86C of the lever
body 86 so as to be able to rotate and is also prevented
from coming off from the support shaft 86C by a screw
102 that is screwed into the support shaft 86C.
[0095] Furthermore, the switching switch 100 has a
pair of support tabs 100B that hang down from a rear
portion thereof and oppose each other along the width
direction, and the link pin 104 that was mentioned above
spans across between the support tabs 100B. It is con-
figured in the switching switch 100 such that with the pair
of support tabs 100B aligned substantially along the up-
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down direction the interlocking slider 96 is positioned to
the front side movement limit (recliner selected state),
and when the front portion of the switching switch 100 is
pressed, the pair of support tabs 100B become aligned
in a tilted forward state (a position in which the link pin
104 is displaced toward the rear with respect to the boss
portion 100A), the interlocking slider 96 is positioned at
the rear side movement limit (lifter selected state).
[0096] Furthermore, there is a spring anchoring tab
100C that extends down from the switching switch 100
in front of the pair of support tabs 100B, and the rear end
of a tension coil spring 106 that is in an extended state
is anchored to the spring anchoring tab 100C, the front
end of the tension coil spring 106 being anchored to the
spring anchoring protrusion 86E. The biasing force of this
tension coil spring 106 biases the interlocking slider 96
to the front side movement limit.
[0097] Therefore, the switching mechanism 75, similar
to the switching mechanism 50, normally (when the
switching switch 100 is in the non-operation position)
takes up the recliner selected state, and by pressing op-
eration of the front portion of the switching switch 100
against the biasing force of the tension coil spring 106,
switches to the lifter selected state. Thereby, the opera-
tion lever 76 normally takes up a predetermined non-
operation position, a neutral position, positioned along
the front-rear direction, by the reclining load transmission
arm 80 being engaged to the stopper 83 by the biasing
force of the torsion spring 82.
[0098] The above explained switching switch 100 of
the switching mechanism 75, as shown in FIG 10, is dis-
posed so as to protrude out from the top side of a cutout
88A that is formed in a portion to the inside in the width
direction in the handle portion 88, such that it is operable
by being pressed down by a seat occupant (the thumb
thereof). The rear end portion of the handle portion 88
which is inserted into a recess 78A in the outer shield 78
so as to be rotatable in the direction of arrow D and the
direction of arrow E, as shown in FIG 12, is constructed
from 3 pieces, as shown in FIG 10, an intermediate frame
body 88B and a rear cover body 88C thereof also cov-
ering the top side of the portion that is inserted into the
recess 78A of the outer shield 78 of the operation lever
76 (mechanism thereof).
[0099] Explanation will now be given of the operation
of the second exemplary embodiment.
[0100] In the vehicle seat 70 configured as described
above, when a seat occupant is adjusting the height of
the vehicle seat 70 in the direction to increase the seating
height of a seat occupant, the seat occupant, for example,
grips the handle portion 88 of the operation lever 76 and
also, while pressing the switching switch 100 to the han-
dle portion 88 inside with their thumb or the like, that is
to say while switching the switching mechanism 75 to the
lifter selected state, the seat occupant swings (recipro-
cating rotation) the operation lever 76 between the neu-
tral position and the upper operation position. Within the
operations of the operation lever 76, the operation force

that accompanies movement toward the upper operation
position from the neutral position, is transmitted through
the switching engagement member 74, and through the
lifter load transmission member 84 that is engaged at the
switching engagement portion 84D by the cutout 84E be-
ing intruded into by the insertion fitting portion 74E, to
the pump lifter mechanism 22F, namely to the seat lifter
22, and the seat cushion 12, namely the vehicle seat 10,
is displaced overall upward. When operation of the op-
eration lever 76 is stopped at the desired height, the
height of the seat cushion 12 is maintained at the adjusted
height by the seat lifter 22.
[0101] In a similar manner, when a seat occupant is
adjusting in the direction to decrease the seating height
of a seat occupant, the seat occupant, for example, grips
the handle portion 88 of the operation lever 76 and also,
while pressing the switching switch 100 to the handle
portion 88 inside with their thumb or the like, that is to
say while switching the switching mechanism 75 to the
lifter selected state, the seat occupant swings (recipro-
cating rotation) the operation lever 76 between the neu-
tral position and the lower operation position. Within the
operations of the operation lever 76, the operation force
that accompanies movement toward the lower operation
position from the neutral position is transmitted through
the switching engagement member 74, and through the
lifter load transmission member 84 that is engaged at the
switching engagement portion 84D by the cutout 84E be-
ing intruded into by the insertion fitting portion 74E, to
the pump lifter mechanism 22F, namely to the seat lifter
22, and the seat cushion 12, namely the vehicle seat 10,
is displaced overall downward. When operation of the
operation lever 76 is stopped at the desired height, the
height of the seat cushion 12 is maintained at the adjusted
height by the seat lifter 22.
[0102] On the other hand, when a seat occupant is
adjusting the angle of the seat back 14 with respect to
the seat cushion 12, the seat occupant does not operate
the switching switch 100, that is to say with the state
remaining that of the recliner selected state, but puts their
fingers around the handle portion 88 of the operation le-
ver 76, or grips the handle portion 88, and pulls the front
portion of the handle portion 88 upward. By doing so, the
operation force accompanying the rotation of the opera-
tion lever 76 in the direction of arrow D is transmitted
from the insertion fitting portion 74D inserted into the cut
out portion 80E in the switching engagement member
74, through the switching engaging portion 80D, to the
reclining load transmission arm 80. This displaces the
engagement portion 80A of the reclining load transmis-
sion arm 80 in substantially the front direction, and the
cable 35A is pulled out from the cover portion 35B. There-
by, the cable 35A that is relatively displacing with respect
to the cover portion 35B rotates the lock release arm 20F
in the direction of arrow A, and the lock of the reclining
mechanism 20 is released.
[0103] The seat occupant places their body weight
against the seat back 14, tilts the seat back 14 backward,
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and stops at the desired position, or stops the seat back
14, which is swinging up with the biasing force of the
return spring, at the desired position. When the seat oc-
cupant releases the operation force from the reclining
lever 76, the reclining mechanism 20 returns to the locked
state by the biasing force of the torsion spring 20E, and
the reclining lever 76 returns to the non-operation posi-
tion by the biasing force of the torsion spring 82.
[0104] In the vehicle seat 70, as explained above,
since the main difference is simply that the structure for
switching the destination of the operation force from the
operation lever 76 is the switching mechanism 75, rather
than the switching mechanism 50, the operational effects
of the operation force imparting unit 72 are similar to
those of the operation force imparting unit 28 according
to the first exemplary embodiment. Therefore, by the ve-
hicle seat 70 according to the second exemplary embod-
iment, the similar effects may be obtained as by using
the vehicle seat 10 according to the first exemplary em-
bodiment.
[0105] Explanation will now be given of a vehicle seat
110 according to the present invention, with reference to
the FIGS. 13 to 17. In FIG. 17 is shown a perspective
view of the overall configuration of a vehicle seat 110
according to the invention, in FIG. 13 is shown an ex-
ploded perspective view of an operation force imparting
unit 112 configuring the vehicle seat 110. As is shown in
these figures, the switching switch 100 is mainly different
in that the member (lock link 132, described later) for
transmitting load to the reclining mechanism 20 in the
recliner selected state and the member (lifter engage-
ment pin 144A, described later) for transmitting load to
the seat lifter 22 in the lifter selected state are provided,
instead of the single switching engaging member 52 or
switching engagement member 74, for switching the re-
cliner selected state and the lifter selected state in each
of the above exemplary embodiments.
[0106] As shown in FIG 13, in this embodiment accord-
ing to the invention there is no lock release arm 20F pro-
vided to the reclining mechanism 20, and a lock release
link 114 configuring the operation force imparting unit
112 is connected to the reclining mechanism 20 by a
reclining hinge pin 116 (reclining shaft 20B) such that
lock release of the lock connecting portion 20D is possible
by the lock release link 114 rotating in the direction of
arrow A. Other parts of the configuration of the reclining
mechanism 20 are the same as those of the reclining
mechanism 20 of the first or the second exemplary em-
bodiment. The lock release link 114, in the locked state
of the lock connecting portion 20D, takes up an inclined
position with the front end thereof positioned to the front
bottom side relative to the rear end that is connected to
the reclining mechanism 20.
[0107] This lock release link 114 is configured includ-
ing: a leg portion 114A, which is provided extending down
along the vertical direction from an intermediate portion
of the lock release link 114 when positioned in the position
described above; and a link support portion 114B, pro-

vided extending along the horizontal direction from the
bottom end of the leg portion 114A.
[0108] Furthermore, the operation force imparting unit
112 is provided with a lifter lever 120 that is fixed at the
rear end thereof to the pump lifter mechanism 22F by
screws 118. The lifter lever 120 is rotatable coaxially and
as one with the pump lifter mechanism 22F in the direc-
tion of arrow D and the direction of arrow E. Also, there
is a cutout portion 120A, described later, formed to the
front end of the lifter lever 120.
[0109] In the operation force imparting unit 112 there
is provided an operation lever 122, serving as a single
operation member for independently operating the reclin-
ing mechanism 20 and the seat lifter 22. The operation
lever 122 is configured with a lever body 124, and a han-
dle portion 126 that covers a portion of the lever body
124 and has an operation portion for operation by a seat
occupant and a decorative portion. As shown in FIG 13,
the lever body 124 is long in the front-rear direction, and
a portion at the rear end thereof is connected through a
link pin 128, to the front end of the lock release link 114
so as to be able to relatively angularly displace thereto.
[0110] As shown in FIG 15A, in the locked state of the
reclining mechanism 20 the link pin 128 is disposed co-
axially to the pump lifter mechanism 22F. By so doing,
the lever body 124 is able to take up: a state of rotating
coaxially to the pump lifter mechanism 22F (relative an-
gularly displacement with respect to the lock release link
114); and a state of rotating together with the lock release
link 114 about the reclining hinge pin 116. As shown in
FIG 14C the lever body 124 is disposed to the outside in
the seat width direction with respect to the lifter lever 120.
[0111] The operation force imparting unit 112 is also
provided with a switching mechanism 130 for selectively
switching between the recliner selected state, in which
operation force from the lever body 124 is transmitted to
the lock release link 114, and the lifter selected state, in
which operation force from the lever body 124 is trans-
mitted to the lifter lever 120. The switching mechanism
130 is provided with the lock link 132 for switching be-
tween a state in which relative angular displacement of
the lock release link 114 and the lever body 124 is locked,
and a state in which the lock is released.
[0112] The lock link 132 is configured with: an arm
132A, which is long in the seat width direction; and an
arm 132B, which is provided extending toward the front
from the width direction outside end of the arm 132A; a
standing arm 132C, which is provided standing up from
the front end of the arm 132B; an engagement pawl 132D,
which is provided protruding to the inside in the width
direction from the top end of the standing arm 132C; a
switching load input portion 132E that is formed to the
inside end in the width direction of the arm 132A; and a
shaft support portion 132F that is formed to an interme-
diate portion in the length direction of the arm 132A.
[0113] The lock link 132 is connected at the shaft sup-
port portion 132F to the link support portion 114B of the
lock release link 114, through a link bolt 134, so as to be
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able to rotate about the link bolt 134. The lock link 132
is prevented from coming off from the lock release link
114 by a nut 136 that is screwed onto the link bolt 134.
The lock link 132 is able, as shown in FIG 14B, to insert
into, or withdraw, the engagement pawl 132D from an
engagement hole 124A that is formed in the lever body
124.
[0114] As shown in FIG. 14A and 14B, in the recliner
selected state in which the engagement pawl 132D is
intruded into the engagement hole 124A, the lever body
124 is prevented from angular displacement with respect
to the lock release link 114, and, as shown in FIG 15B,
when the front end of the lever body 124 is operated
upward, the lever body 124 rotates as one with the lock
release link 114 about the reclining hinge pin 116 in the
direction of arrow A. On the other hand, in the lifter se-
lected state in which the engagement pawl 132D is re-
moved from the engagement hole 124A, the lever body
124, as shown in FIG 15C, is able to rotate about the
rotational axis of the pump lifter mechanism 22F relative
to the lock release link 114. A torsion spring 138 is pro-
vided disposed between the link support portion 114B
and the shaft support portion 132F, and the lock link 132
is biased by the biasing force of the torsion spring 138
to the position in which the engagement pawl 132D is
intruded into the engagement hole 124A.
[0115] The rear end of a push rod 140, serving as an
interlocking portion, which is long in the front-rear direc-
tion, is anchored at the switching load input portion 132E
of the lock link 132. There is a switching switch 142, which
is mounted to the handle portion 126, connected to the
front end of the vehicle seat 140 (the connection portion
is omitted in the figures). The switching switch 142 has
an operation portion 142A that passes through a switch
hole 126A formed to a front portion of the handle portion
126, and the operation portion 142A is exposed so as to
be slidable in the front-rear direction by operation of a
seat occupant. This switching switch 142 is biased to-
ward the rear side movement limit and is normally en-
gaged with the rear edge of the switch hole 126A, due
to the biasing force from the torsion spring 138 transmit-
ted through the push rod 140, and it is configured such
that when the operation portion 142A is operated toward
the front against the biasing force of the torsion spring
138, the push rod 140 is urged toward the front and the
engagement pawl 132D of the lock link 132 is removed
from the engagement hole 124A.
[0116] In the switching mechanism 130 there is also
provided a selectable engagement portion 144 such that
in the recliner selected state, when the lever body 124
rotates with the lock release link 114 in the direction of
arrow A, there is no impinging with the lifter lever 120,
and when in the lifter selected state and the lever body
124 rotates relative to the lock release link 114 in the
direction of arrow D or direction of arrow E, the lifter lever
120 follows the lever body 124.
[0117] In this embodiment according to the invention,
the selectable engagement portion 144 is configured with

a lifter engagement pin 144A, provided so as to protrude
to the inside in the width direction from the front end of
the lever body 124; and pin engagement portions 144B,
formed as edge portions of the cutout portion 120A that
is open toward the front at the front end of the lifter lever
120. The lifter engagement pin 144A, as shown in FIG
16, is positioned inside the cutout portion 120A in the
non-operation state of the operation lever 122 (lever body
124). Thereby, when the lever body 124 rotates about
the axis of the pump lifter mechanism 22F (link pin 128)
in the direction of arrow D or the direction of arrow E, the
lifter engagement pin 144A engages with the pin engage-
ment portions 144B that are the top and bottom edge
portions of the cutout portion 120A, and the lifter lever
120 is rotated, following the lever body 124, in the direc-
tion of arrow D or the direction of arrow E.
[0118] There is an escape portion 144C formed con-
tinuous to the cutout portion 120A at the engaging wall
at the top side of the pin engagement portion 144B, such
that when the lever body 124 rotates about the reclining
hinge pin 116 in the direction of arrow A, the lifter en-
gagement pin 144A does not interfere with that rotation.
Namely, by using the difference in the rotational axes
(rotational paths) of the lever body 124 between that in
the recliner selected state and to that in the lifter selected
state, the lifter lever 120 is configured to switch between
following, or not following, the lever body 124, without an
during switching operation.
[0119] Furthermore, since normally the lifter engage-
ment pin 144A is intruded into the cutout portion 120A
so as to be engageable with the pin engagement portion
144B, the operation lever 122 is normally held in the neu-
tral position, non-operation position (state) for the pump
lifter mechanism 22F.
[0120] The operation force imparting unit 112, as
shown in FIG 13, is provided disposed to the outside in
the width direction of the seat cushion frame 16, and,
except for portions thereof such as the lever body 124
that are covered by the handle portion 126, and the op-
eration force imparting unit 112 is covered from the out-
side in the width direction by a cover 146, as shown in
FIG 17.
[0121] Explanation will now be given of the operation
of the invention.
[0122] In the above described vehicle seat 110, when
a seat occupant is adjusting the vehicle seat 110 in the
direction to increase the seating height of a seat occu-
pant, the seat occupant, for example, grips the handle
portion 126 of the operation lever 122 and while pressing
the operation portion 142A of the switching switch 142
to the front, that is to say while switching the switching
mechanism 130 to the lifter selected state, the seat oc-
cupant swings (reciprocating rotation) the operation lever
122 between the neutral position and the upper operation
position. Within the operations of the operation lever 122,
the operation force that accompanies movement toward
the upper operation position from the neutral position, is
transmitted through the selectable engagement portion
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144 and the lifter lever 120, to the pump lifter mechanism
22F, namely to the seat lifter 22, and the seat cushion
12, namely the vehicle seat 10, is displaced overall up-
ward. When operation of the operation lever 122 is
stopped at the desired height, the height of the seat cush-
ion 12 is maintained at the adjusted height by the seat
lifter 22.
[0123] In a similar manner, when a seat occupant is
adjusting in the direction to decrease the seating height
of a seat occupant, the seat occupant, for example, grips
the handle portion 126 of the operation lever 122 and
while pressing the operation portion 142A of the switch-
ing switch 142 to the front, that is to say while switching
the switching mechanism 130 to the lifter selected state,
the seat occupant swings (reciprocating rotation) the op-
eration lever 122 between the neutral position and the
lower operation position. Within the operations of the op-
eration lever 122, the operation force that accompanies
movement toward the lower operation position from the
neutral position is transmitted, through the selectable en-
gagement portion 144 and the lifter lever 120, to the pump
lifter mechanism 22F, namely to the seat lifter 22, and
the seat cushion 12, namely the vehicle seat 10, is dis-
placed overall downward. When operation of the opera-
tion lever 122 is stopped at the desired height, the height
of the seat cushion 12 is maintained at the adjusted height
by the seat lifter 22.
[0124] On the other hand, when a seat occupant is
adjusting the angle of the seat back 14 with respect to
the seat cushion 12, the seat occupant does not operate
the switching switch 142, that is to say with the state
remains that of the recliner selected state, but puts their
fingers around the handle portion 126 of the operation
lever 122, or grips the handle portion 126, and pulls the
front portion of the handle portion 126 upward. By doing
so, the operation lever 122 rotates with the lock release
link 114 in the direction of arrow A. Namely, by operation
of the operation lever 122, the selectable engagement
portion 144 is rotated directly in the direction of arrow A,
and the lock of the reclining mechanism 20 is released.
[0125] As explained above, since the main difference
is that since the main difference is simply that the struc-
ture for switching the destination of the operation force
in the vehicle seat 110 is the switching mechanism 130,
rather than the switching mechanism 50, the operational
effects of the operation force imparting unit 112 are sim-
ilar to those of the operation force imparting unit 28 ac-
cording to the first exemplary embodiment. Therefore,
by the vehicle seat 110 according to the third exemplary
embodiment, except that the rotational path of the oper-
ation lever 122 is different, similar effects may be ob-
tained as by using the vehicle seat 10 according to the
first exemplary embodiment. Furthermore, as described
above, the rotational path of the operation lever 122 in
the recliner selected state is a rotational path about the
reclining hinge pin 116, but in that the operation of the
operation lever 122 is upward in the recliner selected
state it is the same, therefore good operability is achieved

in the present exemplary embodiment.
[0126] It should be noted that in each of the above
exemplary embodiments, examples were given in which
the operation lever 30, 76, 122 were rotatable about an
axis along the seat width direction (pump lifter mecha-
nism 22F, reclining hinge pin 116), however, the present
invention is not limited thereto, and, for example, the op-
eration lever 30 and the like, may be configured to switch
between the recliner selected state and the lifter selected
state by rotation about an axis that is along the front-rear
direction.
[0127] Also, in each of the above described exemplary
embodiments, examples where given in which the seat
lifter 22 was provided as the first adjustable unit, and the
reclining mechanism 20 was provided as the second ad-
justable unit, however, the present invention is not limited
thereto, and, for example, other adjustable units may be
operated by the operation lever 30 and the like. Examples
that may be given of other adjustable units include a seat
front portion tilt mechanism for adjusting the height of the
front portion of the seat cushion 12 relative to the back
portion thereof, or a seat plane angle adjusting mecha-
nism for adjusting the seat plane angle relative to the
floor.
[0128] Also, in each of the above exemplary embodi-
ments, examples have been given of the present inven-
tion as applied to vehicle seats 10, 70, 110, however, the
present invention is not limited thereto, and the present
invention may be applied to various passenger seats and
leisure chairs, as well as office chairs.

Explanation of the Reference Numerals

[0129]

10 vehicle seat (seat)
12 seat cushion (seat body)
14 seat back
20 reclining mechanism (first or second adjustable

unit)
22 seat lifter (second or first adjustable unit)
30 operation lever (operating member)
34 lifter load transmission member (operation force

input portion of second or first adjustable unit)
40 protection sleeve (operation force input portion of

first or second adjustable unit)
42 lever body (operation member)
50 switching mechanism (switching device)
52 switching engaging member (force transmission

portion)
60 switching switch (switching operation member)
64 interlocking slider (interlocking portion)
70 vehicle seat (seat)
74 switching engagement member (force transmis-

sion portion)
75 switching mechanism (switching device)
76 operation lever (operation member)
80 reclining load transmission arm (operation force
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input portion of first or second adjustable unit)
84 lifter load transmission member (operation force

input portion of second or first adjustable unit)
86 lever body (operation member)
96 interlocking slider (interlocking portion)
100 switching switch (switching operation portion)
110 vehicle seat (seat)
114 lock release link (second arm, operation force in-

put portion of second adjustable unit)
120 lifter lever (first arm, operation force input portion

of first adjustable unit)
122 operation lever (operation member)
124 lever body (operation member)
130 switching mechanism (switching device)
132 lock link (force transmission portion)
140 push rod (interlocking portion)
142 switching switch (switching operation member)
144 selectable engagement portion (force transmis-

sion portion)

Claims

1. A seat (110) comprising:

a first adjustable unit (22), configured so as to
be adjustable by a transmitted operation force;
a second adjustable unit (20), configured so as
to be adjustable by a transmitted operation
force;
an operation member (122), for receiving input
of an operation force from a seat occupant; and
a switching device (130), capable of selectively
taking up a first state, in which the operation
force of the operation member (122) is able to
be transmitted to the first adjustable unit (22),
and a second state, in which the operation force
of the operation member (122) is able to be
transmitted to the second adjustable unit (20),
wherein:

a switching operation portion (142) of the
switching device (130) is provided to the op-
eration member (122);
the switching device (130) comprises:

a force transmission portion (132D, 144), en-
gaging in the first state so that the operation
force is transmittable to an operation force input
portion of the first adjustable unit (22), and en-
gaging in the second state so that operation
force is transmittable to an operation force input
portion of the second adjustable unit (20); and
an interlocking portion (140), connecting the
switching operation portion (142) and the force
transmission portion (132D, 144), and config-
ured to switch the force transmission portion
(132D, 144) between being in the first state or

being in the second state according to the op-
eration state of the switching operation portion
(142);
the operation force input portion of the first ad-
justable unit (22) comprises a first arm (120) that
is able to rotate about an axis along the seat
width direction;
the operation force input portion of the second
adjustable unit (20) comprises a second arm
(114) that is able to rotate about an axis that is
parallel to the rotational axis of the first arm
(120);
the force transmission portion (132D, 144) of the
switching device (130) comprises:

a first engaging portion (132D) that in the
first state permits relative angular displace-
ment of the operation member (122) with
respect to the second arm (114) and in the
second state restricts relative angular dis-
placement of the operation member (122)
with respect to the second arm (114); and
a second engaging portion (144) that is pro-
vided between the operation member (122)
and the first arm (120), and that engages
with the first arm (120) when the operation
member (122) rotates about the rotational
axis of the first arm (120), and that has en-
gagement with the first arm (120) released
when the operation member (122) rotates
about the rotational axis of the second arm
(114),
characterized in that:

the rotational axis of the first arm (120)
is spatially separated from the rotation-
al axis of the second arm (114); and
the operation member (122) is connect-
ed to a portion of the second arm (114)
that is separated from the rotational ax-
is of the second arm (114) in such a
way as to allow relative angular dis-
placement between said operation
member (122) and the second arm
(114), and in a non-operation position
the operation member (122) is dis-
posed so that the portion connected to
the second arm (114) is coaxial to the
rotational axis of the first arm (120).

2. The seat (110) according to claim 1, wherein the in-
terlocking portion (140) is configured such that a dis-
placement direction of the first engaging portion
(132D) during switching between the first state and
the second state is different from the operation di-
rection of the switching operation member (142).

3. The seat (110) according to claim 1 or claim 2, where-
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in, in the force transmission portion (132D, 144), the
portion (132D) thereof engaging the first adjustable
unit (22) in the first state is different from the portion
(144) thereof engaging the second adjustable unit
(20) in the second state.

4. The seat (110) according to any one of claims 1 to
3, wherein:

one of the first adjustable unit (22) or the second
adjustable unit (20) is a height adjustment mech-
anism for adjusting the position of a seat cushion
(12) in an up-down direction relative to the seat
(110); and
the other of the first adjustable unit (22) or the
second adjustable unit (20) is a reclining mech-
anism for switching between a locked state of
an angle of a seat back (14) with respect to the
seat cushion (12), and a lock released state
thereof.

5. The seat (110) according to claim 4, wherein:

the operation member (122) is disposed to the
outside of the seat cushion (12) in the seat width
direction, and is configured to operate the height
adjusting mechanism when displaced in an up-
down direction relative to the seat (110), and to
operate the reclining mechanism when dis-
placed in an up direction relative to the seat
(110).

6. The seat (110) according to claim 4 or claim 5, where-
in the switching device (130) is configured to switch
between a switching state maintaining a non-oper-
ation state of the switching operation portion (142)
in which operation force of the operation member
(122) is able to be transmitted to the reclining mech-
anism, and a state in which the switching operation
portion (142) is operated and the operation force of
the operation member (122) is able to be transmitted
to the height adjusting mechanism.

Patentansprüche

1. Sitz (110), der aufweist:

eine erste einstellbare Einheit (22), die derart
ausgelegt ist, dass sie durch eine übertragene
Betätigungskraft einstellbar ist;
eine zweite einstellbare Einheit (20), die derart
ausgelegt ist, dass sie durch eine übertragene
Betätigungskraft einstellbar ist;
ein Betätigungselement (122) zum Aufnehmen
der Eingabe einer Betätigungskraft von einem
Sitzinsassen; und
eine Schaltvorrichtung (130), die in der Lage ist,

wahlweise einen ersten Zustand, bei dem die
Betätigungskraft des Betätigungselements
(122) in der Lage ist, auf die erste einstellbare
Einheit (22) übertragen zu werden, und einen
zweiten Zustand, bei dem die Betätigungskraft
des Betätigungselements (122) in der Lage ist,
auf die zweite einstellbare Einheit (20) übertra-
gen zu werden, anzunehmen, wobei:

ein Schaltbetätigungsabschnitt (142) der
Schaltvorrichtung (130) an dem Betäti-
gungselement (122) vorgesehen ist;
die Schaltvorrichtung (130) aufweist:

einen Kraftübertragungsabschnitt (132D, 144),
der in dem ersten Zustand derart eingreift, dass
die Betätigungskraft auf einen Betätigungs-
krafteingabeabschnitt der ersten einstellbaren
Einheit (22) übertragbar ist, und in dem zweiten
Zustand derart eingreift, dass eine Betätigungs-
kraft auf einen Betätigungskrafteingabeab-
schnitt der zweiten einstellbaren Einheit (20)
übertragbar ist; und
einen Verhakabschnitt (140), der den Schaltbe-
tätigungsabschnitt (142) und den Kraftübertra-
gungsabschnitt (132D, 144) verbindet und aus-
gelegt ist, den Kraftübertragungsabschnitt
(132D, 144) entsprechend dem Betriebszu-
stand des Schaltbetriebsabschnitts (142) zwi-
schen dem ersten Zustand oder dem zweiten
Zustand zu schalten;
der Betätigungskrafteingabeabschnitt der er-
sten einstellbaren Einheit (22) einen ersten Arm
(120) aufweist, der in der Lage ist, sich um eine
Achse entlang der Sitzbreitenrichtung zu dre-
hen;
der Betätigungskrafteingabeabschnitt der zwei-
ten einstellbaren Einheit (20) einen zweiten Arm
(114) aufweist, der in der Lage ist, sich um eine
Achse, die parallel zu der Drehachse des ersten
Arms (120) ist, zu drehen;
der Kraftübertragungsabschnitt (132D, 144) der
Schaltvorrichtung (130) aufweist:

einen ersten Eingreifabschnitt (132D), der
in dem ersten Zustand eine relative Winkel-
verschiebung des Betätigungselementes
(122) in Bezug auf den zweiten Arm (114)
ermöglicht und in dem zweiten Zustand eine
relative Winkelverschiebung des Betäti-
gungselementes (122) in Bezug auf den
zweiten Arm (114) einschränkt; und
einen zweiten Eingreifabschnitt (144), der
zwischen dem Betätigungselement (122)
und dem ersten Arm (120) vorgesehen ist
und in den ersten Arm (120) eingreift, wenn
sich das Betätigungselement (122) um die
Drehachse des ersten Arms (120) dreht,
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und dessen Eingriff in den ersten Arm (120)
freigegeben wird, wenn sich das Betäti-
gungselement (122) um die Drehachse des
zweiten Arms (114) dreht,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
die Drehachse des ersten Arms (120) von
der Drehachse des zweiten Arms (114)
räumlich getrennt ist; und
das Betätigungselement (122) mit einem
Abschnitt des zweiten Arms (114), der von
der Drehachse des zweiten Arms (114) ge-
trennt ist, derart verbunden ist, dass eine
relative Winkelverschiebung zwischen dem
Betätigungselement (122) und dem zweiten
Arm (114) ermöglicht wird, und in einer
Nicht-Betätigungsposition des Betäti-
gungselements (122) derart angeordnet ist,
dass der Abschnitt, der mit dem zweiten
Arm (114) verbunden ist, koaxial zu der
Drehachse des ersten Arms (120) ist.

2. Sitz (110) nach Anspruch 1, wobei der Verhakab-
schnitt (140) derart ausgelegt ist, dass sich eine Ver-
schiebungsrichtung des ersten Eingreifabschnitts
(132D) während des Schaltens zwischen dem er-
sten Zustand und dem zweiten Zustand von der Be-
tätigungsrichtung des Schaltbetätigungselements
(142) unterscheidet.

3. Sitz (110) nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, wobei sich der
Abschnitt (132D) in dem Kraftübertragungsabschnitt
(132D, 144), der in dem ersten Zustand in die erste
einstellbare Einheit (22) eingreift, von dessen Ab-
schnitt (144), der in dem zweiten Zustand in die zwei-
te einstellbare Einheit (20) eingreift, unterscheidet.

4. Sitz (110) nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 3, wobei
eine aus der ersten einstellbaren Einheit (22) oder
der zweiten einstellbaren Einheit (20) ein Höhenein-
stellmechanismus zum Einstellen der Position eines
Sitzkissens (12) in einer Aufwärts-Abwärts-Richtung
in Bezug auf den Sitz (110) ist; und
die andere aus der ersten einstellbaren Einheit (22)
oder der zweiten einstellbaren Einheit (20) ein Nei-
gemechanismus zum Wechseln zwischen einem
Verriegelungszustand eines Winkels einer Rücken-
lehne (14) in Bezug auf das Sitzkissen (12) und des-
sen Verriegelungsfreigabezustand ist.

5. Sitz (110) nach Anspruch 4, wobei
das Betätigungselement (122) außerhalb des Sitz-
kissens (12) in der Sitzbreitenrichtung angeordnet
und ausgelegt ist, den Höheneinstellmechanismus
zu betätigen, wenn es in einer Aufwärts-Abwärts-
Richtung in Bezug auf den Sitz (110) verschoben
wird, und den Neigemechanismus zu betätigen,
wenn es in einer Aufwärtsrichtung in Bezug auf den
Sitz (110) verschoben wird.

6. Sitz (110) nach Anspruch 4 oder 5, wobei die Schalt-
vorrichtung (130) ausgelegt ist, zwischen einem
Schaltzustand, der einen Nicht-Betriebszustand des
Schaltbetätigungsabschnitts (142), bei dem eine Be-
tätigungskraft des Betätigungselements (122) in der
Lage ist, auf den Neigemechanismus übertragen zu
werden, und einem Zustand, bei dem der Schaltbe-
tätigungsabschnitt (142) betätigt wird und die Betä-
tigungskraft des Betätigungselements (122) in der
Lage ist, auf den Höheneinstellmechanismus über-
tragen zu werden, zu schalten.

Revendications

1. Siège (110) comprenant:

une première unité réglable (22), configurée de
sorte à pouvoir être réglée par une force de ma-
noeuvre transmise;
une deuxième unité réglable (20), configurée de
sorte à pouvoir être réglée par une force de ma-
noeuvre transmise;
un élément de manoeuvre (122), destiné à re-
cevoir l’entrée d’une force de manoeuvre d’un
occupant du siège; et
un dispositif (130) de commutation, capable
d’adopter de manière sélective un premier état,
dans lequel la force de manouvre de l’élément
de manoeuvre (122) peut être transmise à la
première unité réglable (22), et un deuxième
état, dans lequel la force de manoeuvre de l’élé-
ment de manoeuvre (122) peut être transmise
à la deuxième unité réglable (20), où:

une partie fonctionnelle (142) de commuta-
tion du dispositif (130) de commutation est
pourvue à l’élément de manoeuvre (122);
le dispositif (130) de commutation com-
prend:

une partie (132D, 144) de transmission de force,
s’engageant dans le premier état de sorte
qu’une force de manoeuvre puisse être trans-
mise à une partie d’entrée de force de manoeu-
vre de la première unité réglable (22), et s’en-
gageant dans le deuxième état de sorte qu’une
force de manoeuvre puisse être transmise à une
partie d’entrée de force de manoeuvre de la
deuxième unité réglable (20); et
une partie (140) de verrouillage, reliant la partie
fonctionnelle (142) de commutation et la partie
(132D, 144) de transmission de force, et confi-
gurée pour commuter la partie (132D, 144) de
transmission de force entre le fait d’être dans le
premier état ou dans le deuxième état selon
l’état de manoeuvre de la partie fonctionnelle
(142) de commutation;
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la partie d’entrée de force de manoeuvre de la
première unité réglable (22) comprend un pre-
mier bras (120) qui peut tourner autour d’un axe
le long de la direction de largeur du siège;
la partie d’entrée de force de manoeuvre de la
deuxième unité réglable (20) comprend un
deuxième bras (114) qui peut tourner autour
d’un axe qui est parallèle à l’axe de rotation du
premier bras (120);
la partie (132D, 144) de transmission de force
du dispositif (130) de commutation comprend:

une première partie d’engagement (132D)
qui, dans le premier état, permet un dépla-
cement angulaire relatif de l’élément de ma-
noeuvre (122) par rapport au deuxième
bras (114) et dans le deuxième état, limite
un déplacement angulaire relatif de l’élé-
ment de manoeuvre (122) par rapport au
deuxième bras (114); et
une deuxième partie d’engagement (144)
qui est pourvue entre l’élément de manoeu-
vre (122) et le premier bras (120), et qui
s’engage avec le premier bras (120) lorsque
l’élément de manoeuvre (122) tourne
autour de l’axe de rotation du premier bras
(120), et qui a un engagement avec le pre-
mier bras (120) libéré lorsque l’élément de
manoeuvre (122) tourne autour de l’axe de
rotation du deuxième bras (114), caracté-
risé en ce que:

l’axe de rotation du premier bras (120) est sé-
paré spatialement de l’axe de rotation du deuxiè-
me bras (114); et
l’élément de manoeuvre (122) est relié à une
partie du deuxième bras (114) qui est séparé de
l’axe de rotation du deuxième bras (114) de sor-
te à permettre un déplacement angulaire relatif
entre ledit élément de manoeuvre (122) et le
deuxième bras (114); et dans une position de
non-manoeuvre de l’élément de manoeuvre
(122) est disposé de sorte que la partie reliée
au deuxième bras (114) soit coaxiale à l’axe de
rotation du premier bras (120).

2. Siège (110) selon la revendication 1, dans lequel la
partie (140) de verrouillage est configurée de sorte
qu’une direction de déplacement de la première par-
tie d’engagement (132D) durant la commutation en-
tre le premier état et le deuxième état soit différente
de la direction de manoeuvre de l’élément fonction-
nel (142) de commutation.

3. Siège (110) selon la revendication 1 ou 2, dans le-
quel, dans la partie (132D, 144) de transmission de
force, la partie (132D) correspondante engageant la
première unité réglable (22) dans le premier état est

différente de la partie (144) correspondante enga-
geant la deuxième unité réglable (20) dans le deuxiè-
me état.

4. Siège (110) selon l’une quelconque des revendica-
tions 1 à 3, dans lequel:

l’une de la première unité réglable (22) ou de la
deuxième unité réglable (20) est un mécanisme
de réglage de hauteur pour régler la position
d’un coussin (12) de siège dans une direction
ascendante-descendante par rapport au siège
(110); et
l’autre de la première unité réglable (22) ou de
la deuxième unité réglable (20) est un mécanis-
me d’inclinaison pour commuter entre un état
verrouillé d’un angle d’un dossier (14) du siège
par rapport au coussin (12) de siège, et son état
libéré par verrouillage.

5. Siège (110) selon la revendication 4, dans lequel:

l’élément de manoeuvre (122) est disposé à l’ex-
térieur du coussin (12) de siège dans la direction
de largeur du siège, et est configuré pour ac-
tionner le mécanisme de réglage de hauteur
lorsqu’il est déplacé dans une direction ascen-
dante-descendante par rapport au siège (110),
et pour actionner le mécanisme d’inclinaison
lorsqu’il est déplacé dans une direction ascen-
dante-descendante par rapport au siège (110).

6. Siège (110) selon la revendication 4 ou 5, dans le-
quel le dispositif (130) de commutation est configuré
pour commuter entre un étant de commutation main-
tenant un état de non-manoeuvre de la partie fonc-
tionnelle (142) de commutation dans lequel une for-
ce de manoeuvre de l’élément de manoeuvre (122)
peut être transmise au mécanisme d’inclinaison, et
un état dans lequel la partie fonctionnelle (142) de
commutation est actionnée et la force de manoeuvre
de l’élément de manoeuvre (122) peut être transmise
au mécanisme de réglage de hauteur.
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